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The Writing Westward Podcast is a monthly
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Western Studies at Brigham Young University,
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where Rensink serves as the associate director in
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addition to being an associate professor in the his‐

weather, Indigenous dispossession, outdoor recre‐

tory department.

ation, and rodeos. Early episodes take a somewhat

The Writing Westward Podcast takes the fa‐
miliar shape of a new book podcast. Each episode
starts with Rensink providing a brief review of the
book. His reassuring voice introduces listeners to
the topic and how it fits within western history and
studies. The brief review is followed by conversa‐
tion with the author, which sounds largely unedit‐
ed. As such, episode length varies. Most run about
an hour, but can be as short as forty minutes and

academic tone, focusing on historiography and us‐
ing academic language. As the podcast develops,
Rensink finds greater success in his attempts to
make it

accessible to

a

broader audience.

Rensink’s approach and choice of topics is com‐
mendable, particularly since other western pod‐
casts glorify colonization and the “Wild West.”
Writing Westward offers nicely nuanced coverage
of western history and culture.

as long as seventy-five minutes. In the early

The podcast’s production quality leaves more
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the audio quality and editing varies by episode, es‐

prepared with thoughtful questions, but interviews

pecially in the early episodes. Rensink acknowl‐
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edges this at times. On the podcast’s website, he
states, “Episodes are recorded via Skype or in per‐
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son and amateurishly engineered by Rensink.” For
a beginning producer, production hiccups are ex‐
pected, and Rensink certainly improves over time.
Additionally, the theme music composed by local
Utah musician Micah Dahl Anderson is notewor‐
thy.
The podcast boasts a nice webpage connected
to the Redd Center. It has individual episode pages
with links to authors’ websites and Amazon book
pages. The podcast is found on at least ten differ‐
ent platforms including Apple Podcasts, Spotify,
Google Play, Stitcher, and YouTube, just to name a
few linked on the page. The lack of episode tran‐
scripts, however, represents a major technical
flaw. The YouTube version does create auto-gener‐
ated captions, but they are largely inaccurate.
Since Writing Westward is primarily a book pod‐
cast, this seems like a big oversight that will hope‐
fully be corrected to improve accessibility in the
future.
With that said, Rensink has done western his‐
tory and western studies a service by producing a
unique new book podcast. It’s worth a listen, par‐
ticularly for academics, graduate students, and
avid readers of western history and culture.
Note
[1]. Kenneth F. Dewey, Dan O'Brien, and Larkin
Powell, “Great Plains Weather, Bison, & Birds,”
episode 25, September 2020, in Writing Westward,
produced by Brenden W. Rensink, podcast, http://
reddcenter.byu.edu/Blogs/redd-center-blog/Post/
writing-westward-podcast-025---dewey-obrien-a.
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